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Abstract 

The classification accuracy is an important standard to measure the quality of the 

classifier. Usually, the classification accuracy is assessed later, not during the classification 

process. Problems such as classification accuracy drops cannot be timely and effectively 

found. It is necessary that marking test samples when estimating classification accuracy. It 

is a problem that we care about that how much is the classification accuracy when a group 

of new samples obtained. The problem must be concerned when using and improving the 

classifier in the case of growing data. To solve this problem, this paper put forward different 

estimates from different perspectives which based on the difference between samples. One 

estimate is based on the difference in samples distribution, which is from the Bayesian 

criterion. Another estimate is based on the difference in each sample instance, which is 

from the K nearest neighbor classification. Classification accuracy is also estimated by 

using the artificial neural networks, which combine the characteristics of the above two 

methods. And results show the proposed methods have good effects. 
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1. Introduction 

The accuracy estimation of classifiers [1] is an important issue in machine learning. At 

present, classification accuracy has been estimated by holdout, random sub-sampling, 

k-fold cross-validation [2] and so on. A new classification accuracy estimation method 

combined the advantages of random sub-sampling and k-fold cross-validation was put 

forward in [3]. A bootstrap method for assessing classification accuracy and confidence for 

agriculture land use mapping was introduced in [4-5] investigated using the meta-learning 

for predicting the accuracy of a classifier in text classification task. The method involved 

extracting a descriptive feature set for each token of the free text data and then capturing 

their distribution via the meta-features. 

At present, the classification accuracy has been obtained by two common methods. One 

common method is observing the training accuracy. The high training accuracy is not the 

sufficient and necessary condition of high classification accuracy. However, estimating the 

test accuracy by observing the training accuracy also has some significance. The test 

accuracy is often lower than the training accuracy. If the training accuracy of a classifier is 

too low, then the test accuracy of the classifier is also not high. Another common method is 

marking the test samples. We can get the test accuracy of a group of labeled test samples by 

comparing the classification result. And using the statistics knowledge, the test accuracy 
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will be extended to the general case. This method requires marking some samples. 

Sometimes, labeling samples will be a little expensive. However, the obtained estimated 

value of classification accuracy estimation is object. So, if we want to get the classification 

accuracy, we often need to label the samples. Can we not labeling additional samples to get 

the classification accuracy? 

This paper proposes the classification accuracy estimation methods which base on the 

difference between training samples and test samples. The differences between the samples 

can be considered from the perspective of macro and micro. The differences of samples 

distribution are the differences of samples from macro perspective. And the differences of 

samples instances are the differences of samples from micro perspective. We can get the 

classification accuracy estimation by comparing the test samples and training samples. The 

methods can avoid the expensive cost of labeling samples. It can also make the machine 

learning system giving classification accuracy as well as classification results. The methods 

can be applied to online learning, transfer learning and so on. 

 

2. Classification Accuracy Estimation Based on the Differences in 

Samples Distribution 

For results of the classifiers, according to the Bayesian criterion [6], there is 

                                                   (1) 

where posterior probability  represents that label y is the label of sample x, while x 

be known. The probability  represents that label of sample x is y. The prior 

probability  represents the probability of sample x. According to the Equation (1), it 

can be seen that if  is a constant, when  becomes bigger,  becomes 

smaller. And when  becomes smaller,  becomes bigger. The classification 

results of the Bayesian classifier have been direct impacted by the changes of . In 

general, classifiers assume that  does not change during the classification process. It is 

often means that samples distribution changes if  changes. There are some differences 

of distribution between the old and new samples. The classifier, which is obtained by the 

old training samples, is not applicable to the new test samples. Otherwise, it will lead to 

decline classification accuracy. So how do we measure the differences between two 

samples distribution?  

 

2.1. MMD Statistics 

A set of training samples is marked as , which obey the distribution p. 

And a set of test samples is marked as , which obey the distribution q. How 

to determine p and q are the same. In the past, it is mainly used parametric statistical 

methods. Firstly, it is need to determine their distributions model. And then, infer whether 

they contain the same parameters by using the method of parameter hypothesis. [7] 

presented a method that a Hilbert space embedding for distribution in 2007. [8] proposed a 

kernel method for measuring samples distribution difference between two groups samples 

in 2007, which be called Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD). The MMD statistics is 

defined as follows: 

  (2) 

where  is the kernel function. And the  statistics is defined as follows:  

                                              (3) 

where F is a function which mapping the measuring volume to the real domain and K is a 

constant. In , there have . 

The computational complexity of the MMD statistics is . According to the 

sampling statistical knowledge, under the  level of hypothesis testing, the acceptance 
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region of  is . 

The MMD can calculate the differences of two groups of samples distribution. While 

condition of the MMD is that A and B are independent random variables. The greater the 

value of MMD, the greater the differences between test samples distribution and training 

samples distribution. And then the classification accuracy of the test samples is lower. The 

smaller the value of MMD, the smaller the difference between test samples distribution and 

training samples distribution. And then the classification accuracy of the test samples is 

higher. The MMD is an unbiased U statistics. It is limited by samples size. When the 

samples size is small, representative information of each sample is accordingly increased. 

And the influence of each sample difference to samples distribution difference will be 

magnified. 

 

2.2. MMD Statistics and Classification Accuracy 

In order to determine the relationship between the MMD and the classification accuracy, 

we use the parameter estimation method to estimate classification accuracy. From the 

experimental data of the MMD and classification accuracy, it can be seen that the MMD 

and classification accuracy have good linearity. The problem of classification accuracy 

estimation can be assumed the equation . The TAE, test 

accuracy estimate, is the classification accuracy estimation of test samples. The symbol  

is the list of parameters. The symbol  is the linear function. In order to determine the 

parameters C1 and minimize the error of the test accuracy and test accuracy estimation, we 

use the least square method [9]. There are z1 groups of experimental data as follows: 

. And they are independent of each other. The  and , 

respectively, are the value of MMD and test accuracy of the experiment i-th. We have the  

, , . 

The sum of squared residuals of y-axis is given as follows:  

.                                  (4) 

According to the vector differential theory, taking the derivative with respect to C1 on 

 and have the equation . For practical significance, the optimal 

solution of the problem is given as follows: . 

 

3. Classification Accuracy Estimation Based on the Differences in 

Samples Instances 

The MMD statistics is limited by samples size. When dealing with a small number of 

samples, it is not reliable. Because the influence that the difference of each sample to the 

difference of samples distribution will be magnified. Therefore, we propose the 

classification accuracy estimation method based on the differences in sample instances.  

 

3.1. MMR Statistics 

K-Nearest-Neighbor classifier [10] (kNN) is based on the sample instances. It means 

that each sample can be represented by its k nearest neighbors. Its basic idea is that 

considering the labels of k nearest neighbors of a sample instance, if most of the labels are a 

category, then the label of the sample instance is the category. Let us see the mathematical 

model of the kNN. A training samples set is marker as , and a test 

samples set is marker as . In order to obtain the label of each sample 

instance  in B, it is necessary to get the k nearest neighbors of . And then getting the 

label of sample  is by voting from the k nearest neighbors. An obvious improvement of 

the kNN is to distance weighted on k nearest neighbors [11]. For k nearest neighbors, the 

more close to the test sample, the greater the weight. It can be seen that if the distance 
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between the nearest neighbors and the test samples is smaller, the higher the credibility of 

the classification result. The accuracy of the kNN classification results can be estimated by 

the distance between the nearest neighbors and the test samples. The smaller the distance, 

the more reliable classification result. Here, we choose the special case . For each 

sample  in test samples B, if the distance between  and its nearest sample  in 

training samples A is smaller, the higher accuracy  and  have the same label. On the 

contrary, if the distance between  and  is bigger, the lower accuracy  and  have 

the same label. 

Assumed that the minimum distance between samples in A and B can affect accuracy of 

the kNN classification results. By observing the minimum distance between each sample in 

B and samples in A, the classification accuracy estimation about a set of samples in B can 

be obtained. Through the accuracy estimation of the kNN, the classification accuracy 

estimation of general classifier can be acquired. This paper proposes the Mean Maximum 

Resemblance (MMR) statistics, which is the mean minimum distance between each sample 

in B and samples in A. So we have the equation 

.                                      (5) 

The MMR calculation process is as follows: 

1. For , computing the minimum distance between  and the 

training samples A by the following formula. 

.          (6) 

2. Compute the mean of  by the following equation.  

.                                                    (7) 

3. Standardize the  using the following formula.  

 

  (8) 

In step 3, we use the maximum span as normalization denominator. Its goal is that 

making the MMR statistics is not affected by samples as soon as possible. The greater the 

value of MMR, the greater the difference between the test samples instances and the 

training samples instances. And then the classification accuracy of test samples is lower. 

The smaller the value of MMR, the smaller the difference between the test samples 

instances and the training samples instances. And then the classification accuracy of the test 

samples is higher. 

The MMR statistics has some properties. The equation  is true if and 

only if samples set A contains samples set B. For each sample instance in test samples, it 

can be found in the training set B, which can make the equation  

established. The  statistics is not symmetrical. In other words, the equation 

 is true. For example, when the set A contained within the set B, 

the equations  and  are true. The computation 

complexity of the MMR is . 

 

3.2. MMR Statistics and Classification Accuracy 

In order to determine the relationship between the MMR and the classification accuracy, 

we use the parameter estimation method to estimate classification accuracy. From the 

experimental data of the MMR and the classification accuracy, it can be seen that the MMR 

and classification accuracy have good linearity. Therefore, liking the problem that the 

classification accuracy estimation based on the differences in samples distribution, the 

problem of classification accuracy estimation based on the differences in sample instances 
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can be assumed that the equation . The TAE(MMR) is the 

classification accuracy estimation of test samples. The symbol  is the list of parameters. 

The symbol  is the linear function. In order to determine the parameters C2 and 

minimize the error of the test accuracy and test accuracy estimation, we use the least square 

method also. 

 

4. Classification Accuracy Estimation Based on the MMD and MMR 

The MMD focuses on the differences between training samples distribution and test 

samples distribution, which is a statistics from macro statistics. The MMR focus on the 

differences between training samples instances and test samples instances, which is a 

statistics from micro statistics. They can complement with each other, and jointly estimate 

the classification accuracy of test samples. Therefore, we use the artificial neural networks 

[12-13], which combine the MMD and MMR, to estimate the test accuracy. 

The artificial neural networks are suitable the problems, such as the training samples 

containing noise, samples instances having a lot of attributes and so on. They are also 

suitable the problem that represented by a lot of symbolic. The artificial neural networks are 

also a kind of function approximation method, which can simulate the complex function 

relation. In other words, they can effectively simulate the complex relation between the 

input and output of samples. They have self-organization ability. In the training process of 

the artificial neural networks, the input data after handled by the artificial neural networks 

can produce the output data. By adjusting the parameters of each node in the artificial 

neural networks to minimizes the error between the output and the actual output data of the 

input. 

Extreme learning machine (ELM) [14-15] is a kind of fast single hidden layer artificial 

neural networks algorithm. The characteristics of the algorithm are that parameters of the 

hidden layer nodes, named the weight and bias value obtained randomly without regulated 

in the process of determining neural networks parameters. And the weights of the output 

layer obtained by minimizing the squared loss function. The process of determining 

parameters of the neural networks is without any iteration steps, which can greatly reduces 

the time of adjusting the networks parameters. 

Formally, the N independent data samples are given by  

with . The parameters  and  are the MMD and MMR of i-th data 

sample, respectively. The symbol  is the classification accuracy of i-th data sample. The 

hidden layer of the ELM neural networks has L neurons. The parameters  and  are the 

weight and bias value of i-th hidden layer node, respectively. The symbol  is the weight 

of the connection between the i-th hidden layer node and the output layer.  is the 

output of the i-th hidden layer node corresponding to the sample x. The square loss function 

is as follows: 

                                                   (9) 

where ,  and . The 

problem of determining the parameters of neural networks is converted into minimizing the 

square loss function. That is to say, finding the parameter  making the equation 

 established.    

 

5. Experiments and Analysis 
 

5.1. Experimental Settings 

There are three data sets in the experiment, named experimental Data 1, experimental 

Data 2 and experimental Data 3, respectively.  

The experimental Data 1 is the academy of agricultural sciences’ ulcer recognition 

system data. It has two groups of data samples, collected in 2010 and 2012, respectively. 
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The first data samples, collected in 2010, have 891 samples instances. The second data 

samples, collected in 2012, have 90 samples instances. The ulcer lesions have some 

changes in the two collections. 

The experimental Data 2 is the ICDM 2007 data mining competition task 2 data, which is 

related to the problem of WiFi indoor positioning. This data is used to transfer learning. It 

has two groups of data samples, collected in two different time periods, respectively. The 

distribution of the two groups of data samples is totally different, which is the extreme case 

of samples change. The Task_2_landmark_ -data set, collected in the easier time periods, is 

the data of source task in transfer learning. The Task_2_test_data set, collected in the later 

time periods, is the data of target task in transfer learning. 

The experimental Data 3, which from UCI machine learning repository, is the Wilt data 

set. It is about the tree withered. The training set has 4339 samples instances. And the test 

set has 500 samples instances. 

This paper carries out 40 times experiment, named Task1 to Task40, respectively. The 

classification accuracy of the training samples and test samples is obtained by the ELM 

classifier in this paper.  

 

5.2. Experiment One: Samples Difference, MMD and MMR 

The Task1, Task2 and Task3 use the same training samples to get the same classifier. The 

training samples set is randomly selected 801 samples instances from the first data samples 

in the experimental Data 1. The test samples set of the Task1 is the total samples instances 

of the first data samples expect the training samples in the experimental Data1. The test 

samples set of the Task2 is the total samples instances of the second data samples in the 

experimental Data1. The test samples of the Task3 are randomly selected half of the test 

samples of the Task1 and half of the test samples of the Task2, which simulate the 

intermediate statuses between the first data samples statuses and the second data samples 

statuses. Table 1 shows the results of the Task1 to Task3. The accuracy statistics is test 

accuracy divided by training accuracy. 

Table 1. Results of the Task1 to Task3 

Experimental 

number 

Training 

accuracy 

Test 

accuracy 

Accuracy 

statistics 

MMD MMR(*0.01) 

Task 1 0.9388 0.9444 1.0060 0.2668 0.1809 

Task 2 0.9388 0.6556 0.6983 4.1423 4.0663 

Task 3 0.9388 0.7667 0.8167 1.9410 2.0966 
 

 

The Table 1, shows that the first data samples and the second data samples are different. 

And the expression of ulcer lesions is different in the two collections. 

The data set of the Task4 to Task10 is the experimental Data 2. The Task4 to Task10 use 

the same training samples set, which is randomly selected 1200 samples instances from the 

Task_2_landmark_data set. The test samples of the Task4 are randomly selected 800 

samples instances from the Task_2_lamdmark_data set expect the training samples. The 

test samples of the Task5, Task6 and Task7 are randomly selected 800 samples instances 

from the Task_2_test_data set, respectively. The test samples of the Task8, Task9 and 

Task10 are randomly selected half of the test samples of the Task5, Task6 and Task7 and 

half of the test samples of the Task4, respectively. Table 2, shows the results of the Task4 to 

Task10. 
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Table 2. Results of the Task4 to Task10 

Experimental 

number 

Training 

accuracy 

Test 

accuracy 

Accuracy 

statistics 

MMD MMR(*0.01) 

Task 4 0.8989 0.8900 0.9901 1.0566 1.0236 

Task 5 0.8989 0.0025 0.0028 6.7068 25.3677 

Task 6 0.8989 0.0050 0.0056 6.6975 25.4288 

Task 7 0.8989 0.0038 0.0042 6.6564 25.3137 

Task 8 0.8989 0.4475 0.4978 3.5084 13.1746 

Task 9 0.8989 0.4325 0.4811 3.3960 13.2386 

Task 10 0.8989 0.4600 0.5117 3.4973 13.1392 
 

 

The Table 2, shows that in the problem of WiFi indoor positioning, the collected samples 

in different time periods have different expression. 

The data set of the Task11 to Task17 is the experimental Data 3. The Task11 to Task17 

use the same training samples, which are randomly selected 1200 samples instances from 

the training set in the experimental Data 3. The test samples set of Task11 is randomly 

selected 300 samples instances from the training set expect the training samples. The test 

samples of Task12 to Task14 are randomly selected 300 samples instances from the test set 

in the experimental Data 3, respectively. The test samples of the Task15, Task16 and 

Task17 are randomly selected half of the test samples of the Task12, Task13 and Task14 and 

half of the test samples of the Task11, respectively. Table 3, shows the results of the Task11 

to Task17. 

Table 3. Results of the Task11 to Task17 

Experimental 

number 

Training 

accuracy 

Test 

accuracy 

Accuracy 

statistics 

MMD MMR(*0.01) 

Task 11 0.9825 0.9800 0.9975 0.4331 0.0606 

Task12 0.9825 0.6233 0.6344 6.2932 0.9690 

Task13 0.9825 0.6267 0.6378 6.2790 0.9921 

Task14 0.9825 0.6033 0.6141 6.2235 1.0134 

Task15 0.9825 0.8033 0.8176 3.3556 0.5166 

Task16 0.9825 0.8033 0.8176 3.2629 0.5233 

Task17 0.9825 0.7767 0.7905 3.2629 0.5821 
 

 

The Table 3, shows that the training set and test set in the Wilt data set are different. The 

samples, collected in the same period, follow the same distribution. The old samples follow 

the old distribution. And the new samples follow the new distribution. The samples, mixed 

by the old and new samples, can be seen as transitional phase data set. 

The experimental results show that the MMD can correctly reflect the difference of 

samples distributions. The smaller the value of MMD shows that test accuracy is closer to 

training accuracy. According to the above discussion of this paper, the smaller the value of 

MMD shows that the difference between training samples distribution and test samples 

distribution is smaller. And the smaller difference between training samples distribution 

and test samples distribution shows that test accuracy is closer to training accuracy. The 
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experimental results and the previous inference of the MMD in this paper are same. The 

experimental results also show that the MMR can correctly reflect the difference between 

training samples instances and test samples instances. The greater the value of MMR shows 

that test accuracy is smaller. According to the previous discussion of this paper, the greater 

the value of MMR shows that the minimum distance between test samples instances and 

training samples instances is greater, which shows that the test accuracy is smaller. The 

experimental results and the previous inference of MMR in this paper are same. 

 

5.3. Experiment Two: Samples Size, MMD and MMR 

The data set of the Task18 to Task26 is the experimental Data 2. The Task18 to Task26 

use the same training samples, which are randomly selected 1200 samples instances from 

the Task_2_landmark_data set. The test samples of the Task  ( ) are 

randomly selected  samples instances from the 

Task_2_landmark_data set expect the training samples, respectively. Table 4, shows the 

results of the Task18 to Task26. 

Table 4. Results of the Task18 to Task26 

Experimental 

number 

Test samples 

size 

Accuracy 

statistics 

MMD MMR

（*0.01） 

Task 18 10 1.0126 1.4972 1.2251 

Task 19 40 0.9282 1.3811 1.1204 

Task 20 90 0.9126 1.3024 1.2813 

Task 21 160 1.0056 1.2426 1.2872 

Task22 250 1.0036 1.2262 1.2946 

Task 23 360 1.0126 1.2080 1.3083 

Task 24 490 0.9850 1.1880 1.2288 

Task 25 640 1.0267 1.1764 1.2024 

Task 26 810 1.0320 1.1681 1.2049 

 

The data set of the Task27 to Task35 is the experimental Data 3. The Task27 to Task35 

use the same training samples, which are randomly selected 1200 samples instances from 

the training set. The test samples of the Task  ( ) are randomly selected 

 samples instances from the training set expect the training 

samples, respectively. Table 5, shows the results of the Task27 to Task35. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5. Results of the Task27 to Task35 
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Experimental 

number 

Test samples 

size 

Accuracy 

statistics 

MMD MMR

（*0.01） 

Task 27 10 1.0178 1.5171 0.0199 

Task 28 40 0.9924 1.4173 0.0201 

Task 29 90 0.9944 1.3420 0.1982 

Task 30 160 1.0178 1.2859 0.1999 

Task31 250 1.0015 1.2438 0.0213 

Task 32 360 1.0008 1.2168 0.0219 

Task 33 490 1.0074 1.1935 0.0222 

Task 34 640 0.9955 1.1809 0.0244 

Task 35 810 0.9990 1.1702 0.0211 

 

The Table 4, and Table 5, show that when the training samples size is enough, the MMD 

is limited by test samples size. The larger the test samples size, the more accurate the results. 

When the test samples size is small, the accuracy of the MMD results is low. The accuracy 

statistics fluctuates near 1 in the Table 5, which shows that test accuracy and training 

accuracy are almost equal. When the test samples size is enough, for example the Task25 

and Task34, the MMD is less volatile. When the test samples size is small, such as the 

Task18 and Task27, the MMD is volatile. However, the accuracy statistics is still around 1. 

And then it is not reliable to use the MMD statistics to estimate the test accuracy. And these 

experimental results also show that samples size has less effect on the MMR, which is 

based on the samples instances.  

 

5.4. Experiment Three: Test Accuracy Estimation 

The Task36 to Task40 use the MMD statistics, the MMR statistics and the artificial 

neural networks, which combine with the MMD and MMR to estimate the test accuracy.  

The data of the Task36 is the experimental Data 1. The training samples set of the Task36 

is randomly selected 801 samples instances from the first data samples. The test samples set 

of the Task36 is randomly selected 90 samples instances from the experimental Data 1 

expect the training samples. Repeat 20 times, and then get the test accuracy, MMD statistics 

and MMR statistics. The 15 group data in front of the experimental data of the Task36 are 

training samples, and the other 5 group experimental data are test samples. They are used to 

estimate the test accuracy. Table 6, shows the results of test accuracy estimation experiment. 

The TAE(MMD) is the test accuracy estimation by using the MMD and linear estimation. 

The TAE(MMR) is the test accuracy estimation by using the MMR and linear estimation. 

The TAE(MMD,MMR) is the test accuracy estimation by using the ELM neural networks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6. Results of the Task36 
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Experimental 

number 

Test 

accuracy 

MMD MMR(*0.01) TAE(MMD) TAE(MMR) TAE(MMD,MMR) 

Task36 0.8667 1.5719 1.4702 0.8264 0.8271 0.8531 

0.7111 2.8547 2.8307 0.7236 0.7135 0.6306 

0.9111 0.3444 0.4123 0.9248 0.9153 0.9121 

0.6778 3.9338 4.5207 0.6371 0.5725 0.6291 

0.7444 1.9269 1.6945 0.7979 0.8083 0.7892 

 

Table 6, shows that the average error of test accuracy by using the MMD is 0.0321. And 

the average error of test accuracy by using the MMR is 0.0431. The average error of test 

accuracy byusing the ELM neural networks estimation is 0.0377. 

The data set of the Task37 and Task38 is the experimental Data 2. The training samples 

of the Task37 and Task38 are randomly selected 801 and 1200 samples instances from the 

Task_2_landmark_data set, respectively. The test samples of the Task37 and Task38 are 

randomly selected 90 and 250 samples instances from the experimental data 2 expect the 

training samples, respectively. Repeat 20 times, and then get the test accuracy, MMD and 

MMR, respectively. The 15 group data in front of the experimental data of the Task37 and 

Task38 are training samples, respectively. And the other 5 group experimental data are test 

samples, respectively. They are used to estimate the test accuracy. Table 7, shows the results 

of test accuracy estimation experiment. 

Table 7. Results of the Task37 and Task38 

Experimental 

number 

Test 

accuracy 

MMD MMR(*0.01) TAE(MMD) TAE(MMR) TAE(MMD,MMR) 

Task37 0.8667 1.3808 3.2139 0.7429 0.8424 0.8112 

0.1222 2.9120 22.8647 0.1146 0.1461 0.1103 

0.3778 2.3529 16.5390 0.3440 0.3702 0.3428 

0.0556 3.2491 24.8202 -0.0237 0.0768 0.0654 

0.0111 3.2577 27.1138 0.0792 -0.0045 0.0989 

Task38 0.8440 1.3200 2.4968 0.7898 0.8495 0.8422 

0.1000 4.1463 23.5387 0.1278 0.0873 0.0980 

0.7640 1.5120 5.3105 0.7448 0.7476 0.7757 

0.3400 3.2696 16.4854 0.3331 0.3428 0.3755 

0.8160 1.2872 3.3255 0.7975 0.8195 0.8429 

 

Table 7, shows that the average error of test accuracy by using the MMD in the Task37 

and Task38 are 0.0625 and 0.0253, respectively. And the average error of test accuracy by 

using the MMR in the Task37 and Task38 are 0.0185 and 0.0082, respectively. The average 

error of test accuracy by using the ELM neural networks in the Task37 and Task38 are 

0.0400 and 0.0156, respectively. 

The data set of the Task39 and Task40 is the experimental Data 3. The training samples 

of the Task39 and Task40 are randomly selected 801 and 1200 samples instances from the 

training set, respectively. The test samples of the Task39 and Task40 are randomly selected 

90 and 250 samples instances from the experimental Data 3 expect the training samples, 
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respectively. Repeat 20 times, and then get the test accuracy, MMD statistics and MMR 

statistics, respectively. The 15 group data in front of the experimental data of the Task39 

and Task40 are training samples, respectively. And the other 5 group experimental data are 

test samples, respectively. They are used to estimate the test accuracy. Table 8 shows the 

results of test accuracy estimation experiment. 

Table 8. Results of the Task39 and Task40 

Experimental 

number 

Test 

accuracy 

MMD MMR(*0.01) TAE(MMD) TAE(MMR) TAE(MMD,MMR) 

Task39 0.6667 3.4588 1.1865 0.6365 0.7177 0.5968 

0.6222 3.4230 1.1510 0.6402 0.7243 0.5976 

0.8222 2.0074 0.7119 0.7830 0.8063 0.7818 

0.9222 1.1264 0.2927 0.8719 0.8845 0.8924 

0.7889 2.1589 0.5575 0.7677 0.8351 0.8035 

Task40 0.7280 4.1775 0.7066 0.7307 0.7633 0.7278 

0.9520 0.4698 0.2307 0.9544 0.9164 0.9541 

0.8320 2.3866 0.3418 0.8387 0.8807 0.8576 

0.8560 1.8785 0.4962 0.8694 0.8310 0.8908 

0.7320 3.9761 0.7849 0.7428 0.7382 0.7195 

 

Table 8, shows that the average error of test accuracy by using the MMD in the Task39 

and Task40 are 0.0318 and 0.0072, respectively. And the average error of test accuracy by 

using the MMR in the Task39 and Task40 are 0.0506 and 0.0302, respectively. The average 

error of test accuracy by using the ELM neural networks in the Task39 and Task40 are 

0.0359 and 0.0150, respectively. 

According to the experimental results of the Task36, Task37 and Task39, it can be seen 

that for different data sets, the performance of the MMD and MMR is different. How to 

according to the problem to select the appropriate test accuracy estimation method and 

discussing the problem influences on classification accuracy estimation of the MMD and 

MMR are the research task in the next phase. Contrast the experimental results of the 

Task37, Task38 and Task39, Task40, it can be seen that the more the training samples and 

the test samples, the precision of the three test accuracy estimation methods is higher. For 

the test accuracy estimation, the average error by using the ELM neural networks is in the 

middle of the average error by using the MMD and MMR. These experimental results show 

that the test accuracy estimation by using the MMD, MMR and ELM neural networks are 

meaningful. 

 

6. Conclusion 

At present, there is no good estimation method for classification accuracy. In order to 

solve this problem, this paper put forward the classification accuracy estimation methods. 

The method of MMD statistics is based on the difference in sample distribution, which is 

from the Bayesian criterion. The method of MMR statistics is based on the difference in 

each sample instance, which is from the K nearest neighbor classification. The MMD 

statistics focuses on the difference between training samples distribution and test samples 

distribution, which is a statistics from macro perspective. However, it is limited by the 

samples size. The MMR statistics focuses on the difference between training samples 

instances and test samples instances, which is a statistics from micro perspective. It is 
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associated with specific samples. And then classification accuracy is also estimated by 

using the ELM neural networks, which combines the characteristics of the MMD statistics 

and MMR statistics. The experimental results show that the three estimation methods have 

a good effect. They can be applied to online learning, transfer learning and so on. For 

different data sets, the performance of the MMD statistics and MMR statistics is different. 

So the research task in the next phase is how to select the appropriate classification 

accuracy estimation method according to the problem and to discuss the problems influence 

on classification accuracy estimation of the MMD and MMR. 
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